
Shrader Retreading 
DIV. OF CRAFT TIRE, INC. 
GREENVILLE, OH 



Shrader uses the computerized Marangoni-Mammuth system to provide a 
consistent, quality retread on both radial and bias-ply casings. 

Tires are inflated during the buffing and building process to ensure proper profile 
and avoid an out-of-round tire that could lead to uneven wear. 

Heat sensors control the rubber temperature as it is being applied to the casing 
to provide for consistency. 

A microprocessor, preprogrammed according to tire size, makes sure proper 
tread depth and pattern are applied to meet exacting specifications. 

Our curing chambers place the tire in a relaxed state and cure in all directions 
at a lower temperature than mold cures, allowing more retreads per casing. 

Shrader Retreading also has specialized equipment to handle Foam Filled and 
Solid tires. 

Sometimes a tire simply cannot be retreaded. Therefore, we at Shrader keep 
replacement casings on hand to ensure that your customer will face as little 
equipment down time as possible. 

We have one of the largest casing and used tire inventories in the country. 

All of our stock cap and casings have been put through the same rigorous process 
that we use to ensure your caps are the best in the industry. 

We can also cap one of our casings to match whatever tread design your customer 
desires. Again, just another way we can help your customer stay up and running. 

Our truck routes cover 14 states with weekly pick up and delivery. 

A Shrader representative is available at all times to ensure we are at your place 
of business when you need us, and that your tires are back in our shop the same 
week as scheduled to provide quick turn around time. 



Tread depth and design are computer controlled and manually checked to ensure 
specifications are met. 

We offer multiple tread designs with the ability to computer cut specialized designs 
for specific applications. 


Below are a few examples of the quality and appearance that Shrader Retreading 

can offer your customers. 




Shrader'Retreading, a division of Craft Tire, Inc., has been in the 
OTR Retreading business for over 40 years. Craft Tire, Inc. has been 
specializing in used and repaired OTR tires for over 29 years. The 
integration of Shrader Retreading into Craft Tire has allowed us to 
deliver the most cost efficient and effective alternative to costly 
new OTR tires without sacrificing quality. 

We have two production plants: Shrader Retreading which is 
located in Greenville, OH and Craft Tire, Inc. in Uniontown, PA. 
We employ two of the most experienced OTR production crews 
in the industry. Quality and consistency of our product along with 
excellent service are the foundations upon which our reputation 
is built. 

As for our sales and service staff, they are experienced, eager and 
willing to help meet your every need. Therefore, whether it be 
used, customer retreading, or cap & casing, let Craft Tire, Inc. and 
Shrader Retreading handle your OTR Needs. For more information, 
contact one of our OTR Specialists: 

Mark Goodes - CEO 
Glenn Heller - General Manager Craft Tire 
Eugene Williams - General Manager Shrader Retreading 
James John Jr. - Vice President of Operations 

SHRADER RETREADING 
A DIVISION OF CRAFT TIRE, INC. 

GREENVILLE, OH 

BUS: 937-548-5101 


888-282-1583 

FAX: 888-282-1587 


E-MAIL: shraderretreading@yahoo.com 


CRAFT TIRE, INC 

UNIONTOWI'J, PA 

BUS: 724-438-4527 

FAX: 724-437-3664 


E-MAIL: craftire@zoominternet.net 

OR VISIT: www.crafttireinc.com 


http:www.crafttireinc.com
mailto:craftire@zoominternet.net
mailto:shraderretreading@yahoo.com

